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C}BJEC]'IVES:
. To iearn basic ways to cope up with common errors committed by the learners in

Mathematics.

o To make Mathematics more interesting,

n fo connect Mathematics rvith real life situations,

D.E.5lRJ!_I_[O N:

"14athematics is not about numbers, computations, equations or algorithms: it is
about understandingl'

Mathematics is the one skill you need to master in your life. We need Maths in our everyday lives,

witliout Maths we just cannot live or survive. We can find Maths even in our simple actions. So in

order to tell the importarnce of Mathematics and the common errors made by students in
i"1al:hematics, a workshop for teachers from classes I - IV was organized. The workshop started with

a video based on counting and putting the numbers in columns. After that, resource person

explained the different types of errors, i.e., careless errors, computational errors and conceptual

errors. They further explained different techniques to cope up with the above mentioned errors.

They also mentioned that it is very important for a teacher to give a positive feedback to the

students as it will embolden the students to work more precisely and perfectly. After tl'rat, teachers

were also told that how they can make Mathematics more interesting by using of various tool kits or

by teaching a concept in more than one way. At the end a video on'Role of a Teacher'' was shown,

-'all, the workshop was able to provide an opportunity to teachers to be a role model for tireir

-:-dents and to make the subject, Mathematics, livelier by connecting it to real life situations. The

- --s-3p l,ias meticulously enjoyed by everyone.
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